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This thesis presents the result of path shadowing probability due to generating and moving 
vehicles in NLOS roads through an intersection for an environment in which the vehicles 
intermittently shadow multi-propagation paths between the transmitter and the receiver. 
Specifically, the shadowing probability is evaluated by computer simulation based on 
geometrical optics theory with road width, the positions of the transmitter and the receiver, the 
size of shadowing vehicles and the headway distance of shadowing vehicle as parameters. The 
path shadowing is simulated by generating rectangular prism models as quasi-vehicles with an 
interval and moving them with constant velocity. This thesis indicates the ability of clarification of 
path shadowing probability characteristics in NLOS crossing roads by plotting calculated path 
shadowing probabilities against path length of the road which shadowing vehicles exists and 
classifying them in terms of its reflection times and reaching diffraction point. In other words, this 
thesis indicates the path shadowing probability is approximated by linear function for the path 
without reflection on the road and by exponent function for the path with reflections. The author 
proposes a path shadowing probability model by developing each prediction formulas of path 
shadowing probability for inter-vehicle communications and confirms that the effective headway 
distance range of this prediction formulas is over 50m. 
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